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ABSTRACT 

Deep-learning methods are 

representation, obtained by composing simple but non

representation at one level (starting with the raw input) into a representation at a higher, 

slightly more abstract level. With the composition of enough such transformations, very 

complex functions can be learned and solved. The objective of this paper is to explore one of 

the Deep Learning paradigms called autoencoders to perform diagnosis of infant asphyxia. 

LLE was used to reduce size of feature representation while enhancing them. Two stacked 

autoencoders were then trained to extract the necessary features for clasification. Extensive 

tests performed showed that the best

classification accuracy. 
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learning methods are representation-learning methods with multiple levels of 

representation, obtained by composing simple but non-linear modules that each transform the 

representation at one level (starting with the raw input) into a representation at a higher, 

bstract level. With the composition of enough such transformations, very 

complex functions can be learned and solved. The objective of this paper is to explore one of 

the Deep Learning paradigms called autoencoders to perform diagnosis of infant asphyxia. 

LLE was used to reduce size of feature representation while enhancing them. Two stacked 

autoencoders were then trained to extract the necessary features for clasification. Extensive 

tests performed showed that the best-performing autoencoder network could 
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bstract level. With the composition of enough such transformations, very 

complex functions can be learned and solved. The objective of this paper is to explore one of 

the Deep Learning paradigms called autoencoders to perform diagnosis of infant asphyxia. 

LLE was used to reduce size of feature representation while enhancing them. Two stacked 

autoencoders were then trained to extract the necessary features for clasification. Extensive 

performing autoencoder network could produce 92.82% 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Background 

Infant cries carry useful information regarding its health and physical status [1]. Many 

research has been done to determine the pathologic conditions related to infant cries, among 

them in diagnosing asphyxia [2-7]. Newborn asphyxia is defined as respiratory failure in 

infants, and is caused by insufficient oxygen intake before, during or after birth. This causes a 

medical condition called hypoxia (insufficient oxygen supply to important organs and tissues) 

leading to damaged organs or death if improperly treated [1]. 

The use of neural network-based techniques for successful diagnosis of infant diseases has 

been widely reported in literature [8-11]. However, most of these methods rely on the use of 

fourth generation neural networks to perform classification. The fifth-generation of neural 

networks has been recently introduced with the explosion of technology in the fields of 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) and computation hardware. Deep-learning methods are 

representation-learning methods with multiple levels of representation, obtained by 

composing simple but non-linear modules that each transform the representation at one level 

(starting with the raw input) into a representation at a higher, slightly more abstract level. 

With the composition of enough such transformations, very complex functions can be learned 

and solved [12].  

The objective of this paper is to explore one of the Deep Learning paradigms called 

autoencoders to perform diagnosis of infant asphyxia. Autoencoders are unsupervised neural 

networks trained using the backpropagation algorithm that has been extensively used for 

feature extraction /reduction [13]. Unlike other types of neural networks that have different 

inputs and targets, autoencoders train themselves on targets that are equal to the inputs [14]. 

Although this process may seem trivial, by constraining the network into only several hidden 

units, the output will not be exactly like the inputs but rather an approximation of the inputs in 

terms of its structure and interesting features. This is because under the abovementioned 

constraints, the autoencoder network is forced to learn a compressed version of the inputs by 

considering the intercorrelations between the input data [15], thus producing some low 

dimensional features like that of Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Several autoencoders 
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can be nested to learn deeper features [14]. 

1.2. Recent Relevant Works 

Autoencoders have been extensively used in various applications. This section gives a 

summary of recent works in the area.  

In [16] developed a novel spatio-temporal autoencoder for unsupervised training for motion 

prediction in videos. The spatio-temporal autoencoder was based on the classic image 

autoencoder combined with a temporal autoencoder constructed using convolutional long 

short-term memory (LSTM) that allows richer temporal features to be extracted from video 

frames. The proposed system was tested on several synthetic and supervised datasets, with the 

ability to segment various objects automatically. 

In the area of image processing, reference [17] used a combination of deep 

variationalautoencoders and a mixture density network to estimate the saturation and shading 

field of input images. The estimated saturation and shading field were then used to enhance 

the lighting and shading of the original input image. The method used two deep 

variationalautoencoders to embed the conditioning image and generated image into a cascade 

of low-dimensional latent variables and the mixture density network was used to fit a 

multimodal Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) between the latent variables. The autoencoders 

and mixture density network were trained together allowing them to adapt and 

complementary benefit each other. Tests in the MS-COCO image database proved that the 

method could correct severe image saturation and shading deficiencies and produce a more 

realistic color distribution. 

Works by [18] used autoencoders to discover three-dimensional shapes by aggregating 

learned features extracted from two-dimensional images. The Deep Belief Network (DBN) 

autoencoder is an unsupervised network that consists of many hidden units (latent variables) 

which are exclusively connected between layers. The reconstruction of the three-dimensional 

mode was done by implementing a cascade of Restricted Boltzmann Machines. The method 

was tested on two benchmark datasets demonstrating that the proposed method was more 

efficient at three-dimensional shape retrieval than other global features based methods. In 

another similar work [19], a stacked local convolutional autoencoder was used for 
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three-dimensional object retrieval. Experiments were performed on three benchmark 

databases, demonstrating advantage of the model over several recent and advanced methods. 

In [20], the Variational Fair Autoencoder (VFAE), an extension of the variationalautoencoder 

was used as feature extractors. The proposed VFAE was very suited for learning 

representations that are explicitly invariant while retaining as much information as possible. 

Further, a regularizer called Maximum Mean Discrepancy was also introduced to help the 

discovery of invariant features. Experiments performed suggested that the proposed method 

was effective in removing unwanted variation sources while maintaining information-carrying 

latent data representations. 

Another LSTM autoencoder was used for natural language generation application [21]. In this 

work, the hierarchical autoencoder was trained to construct an embedding for a paragraph 

from embeddings of sentences and words. It then reconstructs the original paragraph by 

decoding the embedding. Test using standard metrics (ROUGE and Entity Grid) proved that 

the autoencoder could preserve the syntactic, semantic and discourse coherence integrity in its 

generated output.  

In [22], a recurrent connectionist autoencoder called TRACX2 was used to model the brain 

behavior of newborn infants in extracting structure from their senses. The autoencoder learns 

to extract the structure by constructing data chunks and distributing them across the neural 

network’s synaptic weights. The stored information can then be used to identify similar 

chunks when they reoccur in the inputs. The autoencoder managed to successfully model 

several tasks, namely forward and backward transitions, low salience features, part-sequences 

and illusory items-suggesting that a newborn’s learning patterns are governed by similar audio 

based domain-general learning mechanisms. 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

The interested reader is referred to [1] for details on the data collection process. The initial 

signal for this dataset was sampled at 11,025 Hz. The Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) 

was applied to the signals to determine the fundamental frequencies for both asphyxiated and 

non-asphyxiated cries. One-second segmentation was then performed producing 600 
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segmented signals, from which 284 were normal cries while 316 were asphyxiated cries.  

The Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) algorithm was used for feature extraction. 

To perform MFCC on the segments, they were first multiplied with a 25 ms Hamming 

window with 50% overlap. The energy spectrum was then calculated using the Fast Fourier 

Transform (FFT) method. This energy spectrum was then converted to melcepstrum by 

passing the spectrum through 27 triangular filter banks.  

We used the Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) method for feature selection [23]. LLE is a 

nonlinear dimensionality reduction algorithm which has several advantages: 1) faster 

optimization on sparse matrices, and 2) proven record of accomplishment over many 

dimensionality problems. The algorithm works by first finding a set of nearest neighbors of 

each point in the feature space. Then, LLE computes a set of weights for each of the points 

that effectively describes each of the points as a linear combination of its neighbours. Finally, 

an eigenvector-based optimization was performed to discover low-dimensional embedding of 

the points while maintaining the same linear combination of its neighbors. Embedding 

construction depends on two parameters namely the number of neighbors (k) and maximum 

embedding dimension (d���). In our experiments, we varied both the values of k and d��� 

to between 1 and 30 to discover the optimal parameters.  

We stacked two autoencoders to learn important features from the LLE-reduced dataset before 

transferring the features to a softmax layer for classification. It is important to optimize the 

number of hidden units since they affect how the autoencoder learns and compresses 

important features. In our experiments, we set the number of hidden units to between 5 and 15. 

The softmax layer uses the cross-entropy method as its performance function. Additional 

parameter settings are listed in Table 1. 
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Table 1.Additional autoencoder parameter settings 

Variable Autoencoder 1 Autoencoder 2 

Weight Regularization 0.001 0.001 

Sparsity Regularization 4 4 

Sparsity Proportion 0.05 0.05 

Decoder activation function purelin purelin 

Scale outputs? false true 

 

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

3.1. Choosing the Optimal Parameters 

Using brute-force method, the total combination of parameters tested generated 31,892 

solutions. We evaluated the effectiveness of each parameter combinations based on the 

accuracy of the training and testing sets. The top ten result is displayed in Table 2. 

Table 2.Top ten best solutions of brute-force testing with corresponding 

� ���� ���� ���� ��� ����������� (%) ���������� (%) 

16 19 10 15 0.99 100 100 

16 30 15 10 0.58 94.12 100 

4 25 15 15 0.45 100 98.89 

8 26 15 10 0.62 94.71 98.89 

10 25 10 10 0.99 100 98.89 

12 14 10 10 0.95 100 98.89 

1 26 10 10 0.66 95.10 98.89 

12 29 10 5 0.99 100 98.89 

The top ten solutions showed significant accuracy both in the training and testing sets. The 

values of k and d��� does not appear to have any significant patterns as k varied between 

one and 16, while d��� ranged from 14 to 30 (the value of d��� needs to be sufficiently 

high to represent the MFCC features satisfactorily). Comparing between the LLE and 

non-LLE features, LLE features had managed to significantly reduce the number of features 

to represent the data. For example, for the best case in Table 2 (d��� = 19), a whopping 
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98.72% reduction in the number of features (original number of MFCC features = 1488).  

Many factors influence the results of Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)-type neural networks 

[25], among them the value of the initialization weights. The initial weights are typically set 

to random values during the beginning of training, and the MLP’s training algorithm modifies 

the weight values usually according to some second-order information such as gradient and 

others [24]. Because of this, the MLP’s accuracy changes after each training run as different 

starting points are provided. Therefore, we decided to train the best network ten times and 

average its results. This would provide a better indication of the network performance under 

different initialization weights. 

Table 3. Best network configuration trained using different initialization weights 

� ���� ���� ���� Initial Random Seed ����������� (%) ���������� (%) 

16 19 10 15 0 100 92.22 

16 19 10 15 5,000 100 91.11 

16 19 10 15 10,000 93.53 93.33 

16 19 10 15 15,000 93.73 93.33 

16 19 10 15 20,000 100 93.33 

16 19 10 15 25,000 100 91.11 

16 19 10 15 30,000 92.35 92.22 

16 19 10 15 35,000 92.55 93.33 

    Average 96.35 92.82 

Table 3 shows the training and testing accuracies of the autoencoder when trained ten time 

under different initialization seeds using optimal settings from Table 2. Due to the averaging 

effect, the average accuracies were lower than that of Table 2. However, as can be seen, the 

autoencoder is still very accurate with above 90% accuracy. Additionally, the results appear to 

be consistently good under different initialization parameters, demonstrating the strength of 

the feature representation, selection and classification approach proposed in this paper. Please 

refer to Fig. 1 to Fig. 11 for a breakdown of the classification results for each record in Table 

3. 
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Fig.1.Confusion matrix for autoencoder with optimal parameters (Initial seed: 0) 

 

Fig.2.Confusion matrix for autoencoder with optimal parameters (Initial seed: 5,000) 

 

Fig.3.Confusion matrix for autoencoder with optimal parameters (Initial seed: 10,000) 
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Fig.4.Confusion matrix for autoencoder with optimal parameters (Initial seed: 15,000) 

 

Fig.5.Confusion matrix for autoencoder with optimal parameters (Initial seed: 20,000) 

 

Fig.6.Confusion matrix for autoencoder with optimal parameters (Initial seed: 25,000) 
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Fig.7.Confusion matrix for autoencoder with optimal parameters (Initial seed: 30,000) 

 

Fig.8.Confusion matrix for autoencoder with optimal parameters (Initial seed: 35,000) 

 

Fig.9.Confusion matrix for autoencoder with optimal parameters (Initial seed: 40,000) 
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Fig.10.Confusion matrix for autoencoder with optimal parameters (Initial seed: 45,000) 

 

Fig.11.Confusion matrix for autoencoder with optimal parameters (Initial seed: 50,000) 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

A method for automated diagnosis of asphyxia has been presented in this paper. LLE was 

implemented on 600 MFCC features of normal and non-aspxiated newborns. LLE was used to 

reduce size of feature representation while enhancing them. Two stacked autoencoders were 

then trained to extract the necessary features for clasification. Extensive tests performed 

showed that the best-performing autoencoder network could produce 92.82% classification 

accuracy. 
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